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Abstract— The intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) is empha-
sized as a controlled scattering cluster. To this end, scatterers and
traveling paths of multipath components are classified to build
a new channel model. Unlike the conventional modeling, where
the channels between system units are modeled independently,
the new model considers the channel as a whole and decomposes
it based on the traveling paths. The model shows clearly how
IRS, in the beam-space context, converts the channel from a
problem into a design element. After investigating IRS as a
scattering cluster, based on a proposed segmentation scheme, the
beamforming problem is considered with a focus on first-order
reflections. Passive beamforming at IRS is shown to have two
tiers; at the scatterer and antenna levels. A segment-activation
scheme is proposed to maximize the received signal power, where
the number of transmitting antenna elements to be used is
given as a function of IRS positioning and beamforming at the
receiver. The results show that while using more transmitting
antenna elements to get narrower beams is possible, using fewer
elements can give better performance, especially for larger IRS
at close distances. The developed model also proves useful in
addressing emerging issues in massive MIMO communication,
namely, stationarity and spherical wavefronts.

Index Terms— Beam-space channel, geometric channel, intel-
ligent reflecting surface (IRS), mmWave communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH every new wireless communication generation,
the demand for more resources and better services

by emerging applications is accelerating. In response to their
urging calls, new generations also come with novel solutions.
One example is mmWave technology that proved to be a key
player in enhancing spectral efficiency and accommodating
demanding applications. Another prominent example is the
recently proposed concept called intelligent reflecting surface
(IRS) [1]–[3]. As a controlled reflecting object, IRS can be
thought of as a controlled scattering cluster in the environment
responsible for a group of multipath components (MPCs)
reflected toward a receiver, which enables a degree of control
over the wireless channel. This paradigm shift in wireless
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communication systems could open the door for promising
solutions that were never possible before.

Many works on this topic have been recently reported
to improve different aspects of the wireless communication
system like information and secrecy rates [4]–[7], power effi-
ciency [8]–[10], multiple accessing [11]–[13], and others [14],
[15]. However, the channel model adopted by almost all works
shows a common perspective that treats IRS as a third com-
munication unit along with transmitter and receiver without
demonstrating clearly its role as a controlled object in the
environment. As such, the fundamental antenna-domain chan-
nel model is adopted in describing the IRS-enabled wireless
channel as a cascade of two channels in addition to the main
one, which is given as GΦF+HD, where HD is the channel
between transmitter and receiver, F and G are, respectively,
the channels between IRS and each of transmitter and receiver,
and Φ is a diagonal matrix representing phase shifts introduced
by IRS elements. Besides, the estimation of these channels
has an overhead issue due to the large number of antenna
elements at IRS [16]–[18], and possibly at the transmitting
and receiving units. The sparsity of mmWave channel can be
exploited to reduce this overhead [19], [20]. However, as IRS
is envisioned to have large sizes covering walls and objects
in the environment [3], the assumption of far-field operation
is not practical and there could be a non-stationarity [21]
over the IRS surface, where different segments of its elements
experience different sets of scattering clusters with transmitter
or receiver.

Millimeter waves have some features that make a difference
in the context of IRS. Their relatively shorter wavelengths
result in higher path loss but at the same time allow pack-
ing more antenna elements into a compact size to generate
narrower beams with higher beamforming gain [22]. Directed
beams and high path loss render mmWave channels sparser
in general with less number of MPCs and lower-order reflec-
tions [21], [23]. For instance, at the 60GHz band in indoor
environments, the campaigns in [24] show that the number
of scattering clusters ranges from 2 to 5 clusters. At the
same band, it is shown in [25] that the power ratio of first
to second-order reflection is similar to that of LoS path
to first-order reflection with an approximate value of 13dB.
In addition to their definite advantage in terms of received
power, focusing on first-order reflections in proposing IRS-
based solutions (i.e., reflections by IRS only) reduces the over-
head of channel estimation mentioned above. Since only LoS
links with IRS are utilized, small-scale fading information in
F and G can be safely ignored. This fact is better understood
and exploited if the channel is described geometrically.

At mmWave frequencies, thinking of the channel geomet-
rically is essential to reduce implementation complexity [26].
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Unlike the antenna-domain channel model, which treats the
wireless channel as a black box whose inputs and outputs
are antenna elements, geometric and beam-space channel
models [27]–[29] are more descriptive in telling what is inside
the box. In the beam-space channel, inputs and outputs are
beams instead of antenna elements, and they act as ports in
the angular domain to which transmit power is allocated. Over
this domain, the geometric model tells the distribution of those
objects in the environment reflecting non-vanishing MPCs
toward the receiver. IRS is one of those objects, and those
spatial dimensions, or beams, overlapping with its location
are utilized in its reflections. On the other hand, fading over
remaining dimensions needs to be estimated not for channels
with IRS but for the channel as a whole to assess other
scattering clusters between transmitter and receiver. Modeling
IRS in the beam-space context is essential not only for
a better understanding of its behavior but also to support
non-traditional antenna hardware implementations [26], where
we think of the transmitting or receiving unit all as a single
scattering system.

Although geometric modeling is considered for IRS-enabled
channels in modeling [30], channel estimation [19], [20], and
other works [5], [10], [31], they implicitly assume far-field
operation and do not take into account the stationarity issue.
Both near-field operation and stationarity need to be consid-
ered as IRS can be large in size [3]. However, if IRS is
considered as a scattering cluster with LoS links, stationarity is
not a problem as the fading in F and G need not be estimated.
But still, the far-field operation assumption is impractical, and
the stationarity of IRS itself at the transmitter and receiver
needs to be considered. In [31], IRS is modeled differently but
again as a scatterer in the far field, not a scattering cluster as
done independently in this paper. Therefore, there is a need to
thoroughly investigate IRS as a scattering cluster and examine
the characteristics of its reflected signal regardless of its field
of operation.

To fill this gap, a new channel model is proposed based on
geometric and beam-space channel models. The main idea is
to segment antennas into smaller parts and recognize MPC
types in the channel. By segmentation, IRS behavior as a
scattering cluster is clearly understood. We also show the
beam sub-spaces of the whole beam-space channel and how
it can be turned from a problem into a design element in the
system. Segmentation eliminates the spherical wavefront issue
and enables grouping segments based on the visibility regions
of the scattering clusters. One main feature of the model is
that the splitting based on MPC types enables the designer to
select which parts of the channel to use for communication.
For instance, if only the paths through IRSs are selected, there
will be no need for channel estimation, but for a mobile
receiver, beam training is required. Although we focus on
first-order reflections by IRS, other types of reflections are
also modeled and discussed. Based on the developed model,
beamforming is next considered. Passive beamforming at IRS
is shown to have two tiers; one at the scatterer level and the
other at the antenna level with the scatterers as elements.
A single-segment activation scheme at the transmitter side
is proposed to maximize the received power. The number

of antenna elements in this active segment is derived in a
closed-form as a function of IRS angular span seen by the
transmitter and beamforming at the receiver.

Different approaches are followed in the literature for path
loss calculation in IRS-enabled wireless channels. The first
one, as shown in [32] and [33], is based on antenna theory,
where IRS is treated as an array of passive elements, each with
a given radiation pattern. The overall path gain of reflected sig-
nals is found by superposing the path gains of those individual
elements. The second approach is to find the electromagnetic
field radiated by IRS for a given incident wave, then based on
its value, path loss can be calculated at any given point [3],
[34]. In [35] a circuit-based approach is adopted where IRS
elements are modeled as tunable impedances to control an
equivalent channel that maps voltages at transmit and receive
antenna elements. The antenna-theory-based approach is fol-
lowed in this paper to build the channel model.

A. Contribution

The contribution of this work is summarized in the follow-
ing points:

• A classification of the scattering clusters and MPCs
traveling paths in the channel is given. Also, a seg-
mentation scheme is proposed to divide an antenna into
smaller parts, called segments or scatterers. Based on
the classified traveling paths, the channel is split into
three sub-channels. Then, based on segmentation, the
operation field issue is addressed by fitting the segments
into the conventional channel models. The developed
model shows clearly how the channel is controlled by
IRS in the beam space.

• By segmentation, IRS is presented and investigated as
a controlled scattering cluster that fits very well in the
geometric model. IRS segments are equivalent to scatter-
ers in a scattering cluster, and their gains are shown to
be directly related to their phase profiles. This relation
is described by what is referred to as the compensation
gain.

• Based on the developed model and the segmentation
scheme, the cascaded beamforming is next addressed
to maximize the power delivered by IRS. A segment-
activation method is proposed to eliminate phase delays
due to propagation so that the received MPCs add
constructively.

The rest of the paper has the following sections. Section II
presents the proposed beam-space model. In Section III, IRS
as a scattering cluster and its reflections are investigated. Other
types of reflections are discussed in Section IV. Back to
reflected signals by IRS, a cascaded beamforming scheme is
proposed in Section V to maximize the received power. Also,
simulations are given in this section to show the performance
of the proposed solution. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section VI.

II. CHANNEL DECOMPOSITION

In the developed model, there are three system units:
transmitter TX , receiver RX , and IRS, denoted by LX . Their
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Fig. 1. Antenna segmentation.

antennas are modeled as uniform linear arrays (ULAs), where
TX (RX or LX ) has NT (NR or NL) antenna elements
with antenna size DT (DR or DL) and elements spacing qT

(qR or qL). Antenna elements are modeled as scatterers with
a uniform radiation pattern in all directions except for LX .
IRS is a metasurface, and metasurfaces can be either periodic
or aperiodic [3], [36]. In both cases, it is a lattice of unit
cells, each with a given structure. Periodic metasurfaces have
identical unit cells, and a prototype of such architecture is
shown in [33]. Depending on its structure, the gain of a unit
cell might not be homogeneous at all angles, so the radiation
pattern of LX elements is assumed to be of any shape and
denoted by BL,e(θ). As an example, it is proposed in [32], [33]
to use BL,e(θ) = a cosb(θ) with a and b as related constants.
In this work, we assume any radiation pattern for LX elements.

A. Antenna Segmentation

Antennas can have any size and may operate in the
near fields of each other. Operation fields are defined based
on the approximation of the spherical wavefronts as plane
wavefronts [37]. The spherical wavefront of a point source
illuminating an antenna is approximated as a plane wave if
it is farther than a given distance called far-field distance.
This distance depends on the antenna size and the accepted
maximum phase difference over its elements. For an antenna
with a maximum dimension DT , it should be more than or
equal to 2D2

T /ι for a maximum phase difference of π/8 [38].
To fit in the geometric channel model, antennas are divided

into segments of elements. Similar to ordinary objects in the
environment, these segments are also called scatterers. For the
geometric model to be valid, scatterers with direct interaction
must be in the far field of each other. Figure 1 shows an
example of how to segment TX given its distance with other
scatterers. Other antennas and environment objects form a
constellation of scatterers seen by TX . The nearest scatterer
acts as a reference object used to divided TX into equal-size
segments such that it will operate in their far fields. This
requirement is met if

min
c

(dT,c) ≥
2D2

T,s

ι
, (1)

where dT,c is the distance between the scatterer and the
cth segment whose size is DT,s. Therefore, a segmentation
that results in DT,s satisfying (1) is valid. The use of the

segmentation method is demonstrated in the next sub-section
and later sections.

B. Scatterers Splitting

The channel is assumed to be sparse with countable scatter-
ers reflecting non-vanishing MPCs to the receiver. As shown
in Fig. 2, scattering clusters in the environment are of two
types: ordinary clusters (random objects in the environment)
and controlled clusters (IRSs with their segments as scatterers;
see Section III). Hence, the path through which an MPC travels
is one of two types: homogeneous or heterogeneous. In the
former, reflections of any order are due to one scatterer type;
either controlled or ordinary scatterers. In the latter, reflections
have a minimum order of two, and they are due to the two
types of scatterers. As such, the channel matrix is decomposed
into three matrices as

H = HS + HL + HM ∈ C
NR×NT , (2)

where HS corresponds to the homogeneous reflections by
ordinary scatterers (type-S), HL corresponds to homogeneous
reflections by controlled scatterers (type-L), and HM corre-
sponds to heterogeneous reflections (type-M ). If we assume
that the objects where IRSs are mounted have no contribution
to the received signal when IRSs are uninstalled, HS is the
ordinary channel of the multiple-input and multiple-output
(MIMO) system.

The geometric model relies on plane waves to describe the
channel. It treats transmitting, receiving, and reflecting objects
as scatterers and describes them by the response vectors of
their incident or emitted waves at specific angles. As men-
tioned before, the far-field operation for those scatterers with
direct interaction is necessary. Therefore, we assume that TX

and RX are divided into ST and SR segments, respectively,
so that any scatterer is in their far field. Consequently, the
matrices in (2) are given as block matrices where

Hy =

⎡
⎢⎣ Hy;1,1 . . . Hy;1,ST

...
. . .

Hy;SR,1 Hy;SR,ST

⎤
⎥⎦ (3)

with y ∈ {S, L, M}. The matrix Hy;n,c, for c = 1, . . . , ST

and n = 1, . . . , SR, represents the type-y channel between the
cth transmitter segment, TX,c, and the nth receiver segment,
RX,n. It is modeled using the extended Saleh-Valenzuela (SV)
model as follows [39]

Hy;n,c

=
�
i,j

βy;n,c
j,i aR,S(θy

R,n;i,j)(aT,S(θy
T,c;i,j))

T ∈ C
NR,S×NT,S .

(4)

The jth scatterer in the ith cluster has a gain βy;n,c
j,i , and the

angles θy
T,c;i,j and θy

R,n;i,j describe its angular locations rela-
tive to TX,c and RX,n centers, respectively. Angular locations
are with respect to the norm vector of the antenna aperture
(i.e., using the broadside angle −π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π/2). The
number of antenna elements in TX,c and RX,n are NT,S
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Fig. 2. Partial illustration of the geometric channel model with IRS as a
controlled scattering cluster.

and NR,S , respectively. The response vectors modeling the
scatterers are given as

ax,S(θy
x,c;i,j) =

	
e−jγy

x,c;i,j l



l∈INx,S

∈ C
Nx,S×1, (5)

where x ∈ {T, R} and c = 1, . . . , Sx. Given the wavelength
ι and wavenumber k = 2π/ι, γy

x,c;i,j = kqx sin(θy
x,c;i,j).

Finally, the set Iz is defined as [40]

Iz =
�

i − (z − 1)
2

; i = 0, 1, . . . , z − 1
�

. (6)

The response vector for a given scatterer over the whole
transmit or receive antenna is a stack of the response vectors
at its segments

ax(θy
x;i,j) =

	
ax,S(θy

x,c;i,j)



c∈{1,...,Sx}
∈ C

Nx×1, (7)

where θy
x;i,j is the scatterer angular location relative to x.

Note that the response vector of an antenna, as one segment,
is decomposed into several response vectors of smaller seg-
ments. As shown later, in this manner, the geometric model
will support the spherical wavefront as we divide it into several
plane wavefronts at each segment.

Unlike the conventional channel model, splitting the channel
based on the traveling paths shows clearly the controlled
part of the channel. As seen in Fig. 2, HS delivers purely
fading components and no control is possible over this sub-
channel. In contrast, fully controlled components travel over
the paths in HL. Coming between these two sub-channels is
HM that carries fading components affected by beamforming
at IRS. The gain of a path in HM is partially controlled
due to the existence of ordinary scatterers; thus, it can be
either deterministic or random depending on the nature of
the ordinary scatterers. Finally, as it is possible to have IRS
common to different paths in HL and HM , the design of HL

could affect the fading in HM , but HS is always independent
of HL design.

It is important to mention that segmentation does not
necessarily mean an increase in the number of unknowns to
be estimated. For instance, in HL, the goal of segmentation is
always to convert the spherical wavefront into multiple plane
wavefronts for the same set of scatterers. Also, note that for
ST = SR = 1, the channel matrix in (3) is one-block, which is

the conventional model widely used in the literature for MIMO
systems. Different segmentation sizes for different scattering
clusters are possible. For example, ordinary scattering clusters
between TX and RX might all operate in the far fields, but
there is an IRS in the near field. In such case, ST = SR = 1 for
HS , but multiple segments are required at TX and RX for HL.

The model in (4) is for frequency-flat fading channels; how-
ever, the extension to frequency-selective channels is possible
using OFDM-based precoding and combining [41]. In this
case, the same model applies but for individual subcarriers.
Similar to analog beamforming at TX and RX sides, the same
passive beamforming at IRS applies to all subcarriers.

C. Scatterers Gains

The gains applied to MPCs reflected by ordinary scatterers,
βS

i,j

�
, are widely modeled stochastically with a given distrib-

ution. However, other methodologies are followed in channel
modeling to include MPCs, other than the LoS component,
with deterministic power gains [21]. For instance, the IEEE
802.11ay channel model [42] follows this quasi-deterministic
approach to model the mmWave channel with different types
of MPCs. One type is called D-ray, and it is found based on
ray-tracing reconstruction for a given scenario environment.
It is an MPC reflected from a macro object with possibly
added random MPCs to form a quasi-deterministic MPC.
Another type is called R-ray and it represents reflections from
random objects. This type of MPCs is random and follows the
complex Gaussian distribution. On the other hand, as shown
in later sections,


βL

i,j

�
are controlled by means of passive

beamforming at LX side, and they are always deterministic
for known TX and RX locations.

Ordinary scattering clusters reflect signals with an uncon-
trolled gain that depends on their composition, but signals
reflected by IRS are optimized in the sense that reflected
MPCs can be focused to maximize the received power. Also,
IRS gives a degree of control over those reflected MPCs.
For example, it can direct the incident signal into different
directions, which is a feature that is not possible by ordi-
nary scattering clusters. However, optimizing IRS reflections
requires accurate-enough knowledge of its location relative
to TX and RX . For point-to-point communication with fixed
TX and RX locations, as in backhaul communication, this
might be a valid assumption. However, in the case of having
mobile RX , a (beam) training stage is required to compensate
for phase differences between reflected MPCs.

D. Beam Subspaces

Figure 3 shows how geometric and beam-space channel
models fit together. Beamforming at TX,c or RX,n side is
approximated by selection windows in the angular domain.
The output of a window is one resolvable MPC, which is
a combination of unresolvable physical MPCs [43]. (Here,
we might also call a group of physical MPCs as one physical
MPC.) It is also shown in the figure how IRS acts similar
to other clusters by reflecting multiple MPCs, which are not
random but controlled as shown later in Section III.
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Fig. 3. Beam-space channel model with IRS as a source of cluster of MPCs.

Similar to response vectors, beamforming vectors are
decomposed into smaller vectors for individual segments.
Hence, for a given segment, the beam-space beamforming
vector [40] is

wx,S(θx,c,S) =
1√
Nx

	
ejγx,c,S l



l∈INx,c

∈ C
Nx,c×1, (8)

where γx,c,S = kqx sin(θx,c,S) with θx,c,S as the segment
steering angle. This vector corresponds to a beam that acts as
a selection window applied by the segment to select a specific
angular span as shown in Fig. 3. Physical MPCs within a
window go under different beamforming gains depending on
the beam shape, and the gain at directions outside the window
is small enough to be neglected.

The beamforming vector over the whole transmit or receive
antenna is given as

wx =
	
wx,S(θx,c,S)



c∈{1,...,Sx}

∈ C
Nx×1. (9)

For multiple RF chains, the analog beamforming matrix is
given as

Wx =
	
w1

x,w2
x, . . . ,wMx

x



∈ C

Nx×Mx (10)

where wi
x is the ith beamforming vector as given in (9) and

Mx is the number of RF chains.
The beam-space channel matrix is given as

HB = (WR)T HWT

= (WR)T HLWT + HI
B ∈ C

MR×MT (11)

Unlike H in (3), HB is not a block matrix, but its internal
structure, based on H and Wx, is a composition of block
matrices. In the conventional beam-space channel, the matrix
elements represent coupling between one pair of beams. But
in HB here, they represent coupling between one pair of com-
posite beams. One such beam has multiple beams stemming
from antenna segments. Segments beams are unresolvable in
HB , though they can be controlled at TX and RX sides.
The control is possible by steering the beam (beamforming)

or changing its size (segmentation), but once TX sends a
beam into the channel, it is not controlled unless it is sent
through a homogeneous path of controlled scattering clusters.
Therefore, by LX in the beam space, complete control of the
information-carrying signal from source to destination is pos-
sible with almost no randomness. In other words, LX converts
the channel from a problem to a design element in the wireless
communication system. This is shown clearly by the second
line of (11), where HL is singled out as a controlled part
of the geometric channel while other parts are left in HI

B as
an interference source in the beam-space channel. A designer
might consider beamforming design and IRSs distribution in
the environment to suppress HI

B while maintaining the IRS-
enabled channel part for communication. Such an approach
can eliminate the need for channel estimation, but it might give
rise to the need for beam training, mainly at LX , to maximum
reflected signal power. In Section V, the two-tier nature of
passive beamforming at LX explains this clearly, but first,
we show how LX acts as a controlled scattering cluster in
the next section.

III. IRS AS SCATTERING CLUSTER

In this section, HL in (2) is further investigated, where we
study the gains of MPCs reflected by LX with a focus on
first-order reflections. We assume a single IRS in the channel,
and the locations of TX and RX relative to LX are known.

We start with segmenting the system units. As shown in
Fig. 4, TX interacts with LX only, so it is segmented based
on its nearest scatterer at LX , where we consider each LX

element as a scatterer. This reference scatterer happened to be
the edge element in this example and based on (1), we find
the maximum TX segment size using its distance with the
closest segment, which is dT,seg. The same applies to RX .
On the other hand, LX interacts with both TX and RX , so it is
segmented based on the distances with their elements. In this
example, it happened to have the reference scatterer at TX .
With the obtained segments as scatterers, LX is presented next
as a controlled scattering cluster.

A. IRS Multipath Components

Consider the channel HL;n,c between TX,c and RX,n, and
assume SL segments at LX . Let the distance between the mth

LX segment, LX,m, and TX,c (or RX,n) be dT,c;m (or dR,n;m).
The channel response from TX to RX is given as

HL;n,c

=
SL�

m=1

ρm;c,naR,S(θR,n;m)(aL,S(θL,m;R,n))T

×ΦmaL,S(θL,m;T,c)(aT,S(θT,c;m))T ∈ C
NR,S×NT,S ,

(12)

where aT,S(θ), aL,S(θ) and aR,S(θ) are the channel response
vectors at TX,c, LX,m and RX,n, respectively, as defined
in (5). The angles θT,c;m and θR,n;m are the locations of LX,m

with respect to the center of TX,c and RX,n, respectively.
On the other hand, θL,m;T,c and θL,m;R,n are the locations
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Fig. 4. Antennas segments with their corresponding MPCs.

of TX,c and RX,n, respectively, relative to the center of LX,m

(See Fig. 4). The propagation coefficient given by

ρm;c,n =
ejk(dT,c;m+dR,n;m)

b2
att(dT,c;mdR,n;m)aatt/2

(13)

describes path loss and phase delay due to propagation, where
aatt is the path-loss exponent and batt is a model-dependent
constant. For free-space propagation, we have aatt = 2 and
batt = 2k. Finally, the matrix

Φm = diag(ejφm,1 , . . . , ejφm,NL,S ) ∈ C
NL,S×NL,S (14)

represents the phases applied by LX,m, where φm,i is the
phase introduced by its ith element.

The term

αm;c,n = (aL,S(θL,m;R,n))T ΦmaL,S(θL,m;T,c) (15)

is a scalar and called the compensation gain of LX,m at RX,n

for TX,c signal reflection, which depends on the segment pas-
sive beamforming design as shown in Section V. If we define
Bm;c,n = BL,e(θL,m;T,c)BL,e(θL,m;R,n), then by writing the
MPC gain as

βL;n,c
m = Bm;c,nρm;c,nαm;c,n, (16)

the channel in (12) can be written as

HL;n,c =
SL�

m=1

βL;n,c
m aR,S(θR,n;m)(aT,S(θT,c;m))T , (17)

which matches with the definition given in (4) for a single
scattering cluster, and it is the case when TX and RX have
a small enough number of antenna elements so that any
LX element operates in their far field. It is mainly the case
of conventional MIMO systems. Based on this result, the
following comments are given:

• IRS acts similar to ordinary scattering clusters; it is a
collection of scatterers called segments. One MPC stems
from each segment; however, unlike those stem from
ordinary scatterers, its gain is known and controlled.

• Equation (17) emphasizes IRS as a means to control the
channel and signal propagation through it. As part of the
channel, the gains of its reflected MPCs depend on its

beamforming design. This is in contrast to beamforming
at TX or RX , which does not alter the channel but gives
a response to it.

• The minimum number of segments, or controlled scatter-
ers, is governed by the largest permissible segment size
found by (1). More segments might be assumed, but their
number does not exceed NL, where one segment is an
individual element.

Additional segments at TX means additional MPCs reflected
by LX with a total of ST SL MPCs, as shown in the example
in Fig. 4. Every ST MPCs reflected by LX,m are controlled as
one group or sub-cluster and cannot be distinguished by LX,m.
At RX , having additional segments means receiving the ST SL

MPCs by SR segments with different gains. In general, the
ST SLSR scatterers in HL as given by (3) and (4) are depen-
dent and correspond to the same SL scatterers but at different
angles. As a result, only the change in LX segments changes
the channel. The scatterer drifting in angular domains seen
by adjacent segments results in different gains of its reflected
signal toward those segments, and differences are expressed
by the compensation gains. The following sub-section reveals
what is the MPC reflected by IRS in the beam-space context.
But as a short answer, it is a weighted beam(s); more precisely,
it is a cascade of plane waves.

B. Geometric Interpretation

In the conventional beam-space channel, the beamforming
design given in (8) is adopted, but TX is one segment. For a
steering angle θT,S , the normalized field signal of TX at an
angle θT is given as

BT (θT ; θT,S) = g0(aT (θT ))T wT

=
g0√
NT

�
l∈INT

ej(γT,S−γT )l

=
g0√
NT

f(γT − γT,S ; NT ), (18)

where g0 = ejkdT /(dT )aatt/2, and for the rest of the paper,
we define γX,y = kqX sin(θX,y) for X ∈ {T, R, L} and any
y. The function f(θ; N) is known as the Dirichlet kernel [44]
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Fig. 5. The beam convergence over distance.

and it is an even function defined as

f(θ; N) =
�
l∈IN

e−jθl =
sin(Nθ/2)
sin(θ/2)

, (19)

We say that f(θ−θo; N) has a size N and is centered at θo,
which means its main lobe with a width 4π/N is directed
toward θo.

In the near field, the field signal is calculated using the
response vectors of individual segments. As shown in Fig. 5(a),
a point located at distance dT and angle θT with respect to
TX center is located at θT,c and distance dT,c with respect to
TX,c center. For the same conventional beamforming design
as in (18), we note that each segment beamforming vector has
the same steering angle value (θT,c,S = θT,S∀c), but there
is a common phase applied to all its elements. Its value is
cγT,SNT,S for TX,c. The normalized field signal now might
be expressed as

BT (θT ; θT,S)

=
�

c∈IST

(g�caT,S(θT,c)� �� �
Channel Response

)T wT,S(θT,S)e−jcγT,SNT,S� �� �
Beamforming Vector

(20)

where g�c = ejkdT,c/(dT,c)aatt/2. Similar to beamforming
vectors, we notice that the channel response has the same two-
tier feature, where each segment has a common phase delay
to all its elements due to propagation.

After simple manipulations, we get

BT (θT , θT,S) =
�

c∈IST

gcf(γT,c − γT,S ; NT,S), (21)

where gc = g�ce
−jcγT,SNT,S/

√
NT . The above equation sug-

gests treating each antenna segment as an independent source,
which is the approach followed in this work. The field signal
at a given point in the space is a superposition of weighted
kernels of size NT,S . It can be easily found that (21) converges
to (18) as dT → ∞. Figure 5(b) shows how the beam evolves
over distance as the kernels converge to one beam that is
independent of distance.

Assume having only one TX,c in (21) and ignore its phase
delay and path loss for now. Based on the kernel definition

in (19), TX,c acts as a source of NT,S plane waves arriving
LX,m at the same angle θL,m;T,c as shown in Fig. 6. Each
plane wave can be thought of as a virtual source (i.e. single
RF chain and its phase-shifting circuit) connected to LX,m

elements and set to a steering angle −θL,m;T,c, given that
Φm = Im, where Im is an identity matrix of size m. However,
the steering angle can be controlled by Φm. For instance, if it
is desired to direct the reflected beam toward θL,mo , the phases
are set such that φm,i = ζmi where ζm = γL,m;T,c + γL,mo .
Thus, the reflected field signal, while ignoring the radiation
pattern, is given as

BL,m;c(θL,m)

=
�

l∈INT,S

ej(γT,S−γT,c;m)l

√
NT

f(γL,m+γL,m;T,c − ζm; NL,S)

= αT,c;mf(γL,m + γL,m;T,c − ζm; NL,S) (22)

where θL,m is the angle with respect to LX,m center and
αT,c;m = f(γT,S − γT,c;m; NT,S)/

√
NT is the compensation

gain of TX,c at LX,m, which is defined in a similar manner to
that for LX,m in (15). Note that in the conventional beam-
space channel, each system unit has one segment, so we
have one compensation gain that can be maximized to have
α2

T,c;m = NT,S = NT . However, in near-field operation, LX

might have multiple segments, and only one LX,m can have
a maximum compensation gain.

Based on (22), we note that the reflected signal by LX,m

is also a kernel. Therefore, the kernel at TX,c is equivalent to
another one at LX,m but with different size, allowing for more
design freedom (by having TX spanning angular domains of
two different locations at the same time!)

The received signal by RX,n is a stack of clustered plane
waves as seen in Fig. 6. To obtain maximum gain at RX,n,
it is necessary, but not sufficient, to compensate their phase
differences. Each cluster has replicas of a plane wave received
by LX,m from one element at TX,c. Therefore, their phase
differences are compensated by active beamforming at TX ,
while phase differences between the clusters themselves is
compensated by the passive beamforming at LX,m.

In case of having multiple segments at TX , each of them
corresponds to an additional kernel reflected by LX,m at its
own angle −θL,m;T,c. Based on (21) and (22), the reflected
signal by LX,m due to signals received from multiple segments
at TX with the same steering angle is given as

BL,m(θL,m) =
�

c∈IST

�
NT,SgcBL,m;c(θL,m). (23)

Steering at LX,m is applied to all its kernels as one group,
and it is not possible to steer them individually. The total
reflected signal by LX can be found in a similar manner to the
derivation of (21), where segments signals as defined in (23)
can be controlled independently.

As a summary, in conventional beam-space modeling,
TX with one RF chain is designed to give one beam in a given
direction. On the other hand, LX gives ST SL weighted kernels
with a size that depends on the segment size. Every segment
at LX reflects ST kernels and the difference between their
angular directions depends on TX segments angular locations
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Fig. 6. Type-L reflections.

with respect to LX,m. Thus, TX segments are equivalent to ST

virtual sources connected to LX,m each with its own default
steering angle −θL,m;T,c. From a stationarity perspective, IRS
as a scattering cluster is seen at slightly different angles by
TX segments. If LX is in the far field of TX and RX (i.e.,
each has one segment), the reflected signal by LX,m will be
a single beam. Moreover, if TX and RX are in the far field
of LX , it acts as one scatterer with a single DK, which the
case adopted in works like [10], [31]. Finally, the number of
reflected kernels by LX increases by choosing smaller segment
size; however, each new one will have a wider span and less
reflected power.

IV. OTHER REFLECTIONS

In previous sections, we focused on HL with first-order
reflections. In this section, higher-order reflections in HL and
other types of paths in (2) are discussed by following the same
segmentation approach.

A. Type-S Reflections

Two problems that arise for large antennas are
non-stationarity and spherical wavefront [21]. Implicitly,
these problems were addressed for reflections by LX .
Ordinary scattering clusters, on the other hand, are not
(or less) controlled and might not exist across the entire
antenna [45]. Consequently, the blocks in HS might not have
the same set of scatterers. Based on the concept of visibility
regions [45], a cluster is common to a group of antenna
elements if they fall in its visibility region. Therefore, ordinary
scattering clusters exist in {HS,n,c} based on their visibility
regions. For the statistical modeling of visibility regions, [21],
[45], [46], and references therein might be consulted.

For a scatterer common to a large portion of the antenna,
the spherical wavefront issue arises, and in the literature,
it is addressed by modifying the response vectors to include
phase delays due to the wave shape as shown in [46].
In [46], also an approximation for the wave by a parabolic
wavefront is given. Unlike spherical and parabolic wavefronts,
segmentation maintains the connection between the geometric

and beam-space models with the new interpretation discussed
earlier by replacing the spherical wavefront with multiple
plane wavefronts. Segmentation does not require the exact
distance with a scatterer. It is possible to segment based on
a distance below which no scattering clusters exist, but this
distance should be scenario-dependent as it can be different
for different environments.

B. Higher-Order Reflections

The extension to higher-order reflections in HL is as
follows. As the extension to other orders follows similarly,
we assume a second-order reflection by IRSs. The first IRS,
LX1, has interaction with TX and the second IRS, LX2,
while LX2 interacts with RX and not TX . Therefore, LX1

is segmented into SL1 segments based on its distances with
TX and LX2, and LX2 is segmented into SL2 segments
based on its distances with LX1 and RX . The number of
segments at both IRSs is chosen as SL = max(SL1, SL2).
The same channel model in (4) applies to the path with two
IRSs as if they are one virtual IRS with SL segments. The
angles


θL

T,c;i,j

�
represent the locations of LX1 segments

with respect to TX,c, and

θL

R,n;i,j

�
are the locations of LX2

segments with respect to RX,n. As each scatterer at LX2

reflects signals coming from all scatterers at LX1, the gains
are given as

βL;n,c
i,j =

SL�
k=1

βL;n,c
i,j,k (24)

where βL;n,c
i,j,k is the gain of the path from TX,c to RX,n

through the kth and jth segments at LX1 and LX2, respectively,
which can be easily found by following the approach in
Section III-A.

The heterogeneous paths in HM give at least second-order
reflections. Assume a second-order reflection, for simplicity,
where there are two cascaded scattering clusters, one is
ordinary and the other is controlled. As discussed above, it is
possible to have a group of LX segments in the visibility
region of the ordinary cluster. Only this subset of LX segments
will contribute to HM . Steering vectors are defined similar to
second-order reflections by IRSs; however, the gain of a path
through the jth segment at LX and ith ordinary scatterer will
be βM,n,c

i,j = β�
i,jβ

L,n,c
i,j , where β�

i,j is the ordinary scatterer
gain and βn,c

L,i,j is the segment gain as defined in (16) but with
respect to the scatterer and not TX,c.

V. CASCADED BEAMFORMING

Near-field beamforming to maximize the received signal
power at RX through LX quasi-LoS link is addressed in this
section. We assume analog beamforming at both TX and RX

sides and that RX has only one segment. Also, we focus back
on first-order reflection by IRS.

A. Problem Formulation

By considering one IRS only in the environment,
the channel between the TX,c and RX is given based
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on (17) as

HL;c =
SL�

m=1

βL;c
m aR(θR;m)(aT,S(θT,c;m))T . (25)

As we focus on received power maximization, assume
a unity transmitted signal with no information. Then, the
received signal after combining is given based on (11) as

r = (wR)T
ST�
c=1

HL;cwT,c,

=
SL�

m=1

ST�
c=1

βL;c
m (wR)T aR(θR;m)(aT,S(θT,c;m))T wT,c,

(26)

where wT,c = [wT,c,i]i∈INT,S
and wR = [wR,i]i∈INR

are the
beamforming vectors of TX,c and RX , respectively. Therefore,
the beamforming problem is given as

Γ = argmax
Γ

|r|2

s.t. |wR,i|, |wT,c,i| = 1; ∀i (27)

where Γ = {wT,c,wR,Φm}m,c is the beamforming parame-
ters vector.

We have two beamforming levels. Tier-1 beamforming is
for the segments themselves and it is based on the design
in (5). The second one is for the antenna with segments as its
elements, and it is represented by a common phase applied to
all segment elements. Therefore, we have

wT,c = w�
T,S(θT,c,S)ejφT,c (28)

wR = w�
R(θR,S)ejφR (29)

where w�
T,S and w�

R are based on the design in (5). For
segment x, where x ∈ {(T, c), R}, θx,S is the steering angle
for tier-1 beamforming and φx is its applied phase for tier-2
beamforming. The compensation gains at TX,c and RX are
given respectively as

αT,c;m = (aT,S(θT,c;m))T w�
T,S(θT,c,S)

= f(γT,c,S − γT,c;m; NT,S)/
�

NT , (30)

and

αR;m = (w�
R(θR,S))T aR(θR;m)

= f(γR,S − γR;m; NR)/
�

NR. (31)

By following the same design for passive beamforming, the
phase shifts introduced by LX,m are given by

Φm = Φ�
mejφL,m (32)

where, for a passive steering angle θL,m,S, Φ�
m =

diag(. . . , ejγL,m,S l, . . . )l∈INL,S
and φL,m is the applied phase

for second-tier beamforming. Based on (15), two responses
are given for reflection and the compensation gain of LX,m is
given as

αm;c = f(γL,m,S − (γL,m;R + γL,m;T,c); NL,S). (33)

Note that unlike steering angles at TX,c and RX , the passive
steering angle is not necessarily the same angle towards which
the signal is directed.

By ignoring the radiation pattern effect and attenuation due
to propagation in (16), the problem given in (27) is equivalent
to

Ω = argmax
Ω

��� SL�
m=1

ST�
c=1

gc,mejpc,m

���2
s.t. |γT,c,S| ≤ kqT , |γR,S | ≤ kqR, |γL,m,S| ≤ kqL,

(34)

where Ω = {γT,c,S , γR,S , γL,m,S, φT,c, φL,m}m,c is the new
parameters vector and

gc,m = αT,c;mαR;mαm;c, (35)

pc,m = k(dR;m + dT,c;m) + φT,c + φL,m. (36)

The phase φR is omitted from (36) as it is independent of the
summation indices in (34). We note that the received signal
is a combination of ST SL MPCs (as illustrated in Fig. 4),
each has magnitude and phase depending on tier-1 and tier-2
beamforming designs, respectively.

B. Single-Segment Activation

Unlike segments at LX and RX , those at TX can be
switched on and off by means of power allocation. For fixed
ST and NT,s, an optimum design leads to no better than
maximized gains and completely compensated phase delays
for the MPCs in (34). Obviously, this is possible when
each system unit has one segment (i.e., far-field operation).
It is the case of conventional far-field beamforming, where
compensation gains are maximized as each beam is focused
toward one segment only, and there is one MPC, the phase of
which can be compensated at any segment.

Changing ST and NT,S affects gc,m and pc,m. As phases
have serious impact on the received signal power, the proposed
solution next focuses on complete compensation for their
effect. Based on (34) and (36), we have a total of ST SL

MPCs, each with its own phase delay k(dR;m + dT,c;m) due
to propagation. However, for tier-2 beamforming we have
(ST + SL + 1) degrees of freedom for phase compensation.
Therefore, for a complete phase delay compensation, it is
required to have ST + SL + 1 ≥ ST SL. To meet this
requirement, a single-segment activation method is proposed
where only one segment at TX is activated by allocating the
transmission power only to its elements. Therefore, we have
NT,s = NT , and for notational simplicity, the subscript T, c
is replaced by T .

By changing the number of active elements at TX , we intro-
duce a new optimization variable to the problem in (34), which
is their number NT,S . Therefore, the new problem is given as

{Ω, NT,S}

= arg max
{Ω,NT,S}

��� SL�
m=1

gmejpm

���2
s.t. |γT,S | ≤ kqT , |γR,S | ≤ kqR, |γL,m,S| ≤ kqL,

NT,S ≤ No, (37)

where No is the maximum number of elements of a TX

segment centered at the antenna center. Given one segment
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at TX and RX , we have

gm = NL,SαT ;mαR;m, (38)

pm = k(dT ;m + dR;m) + φL,m. (39)

In comparison with (35), we note that αm;c is replaced by
its maximum value as we choose

γL,m,S = γL,m;T + γL,m;R ∀m. (40)

Similar to φR exclusion from (36), the tier-2 phase at TX

is omitted from (39) as it is independent of the summation
index in (37). It can be seen clearly in (39) that phase delays
are completely compensated by setting tier-2 phases at LX

segments such that

φL,m = −k(dT ;m + dR;m) ∀m. (41)

Based on the design above, tier-1 and tier-2 beamforming
at LX are optimum for the proposed scheme. On the other
hand, there is no tier-2 beamforming at TX and RX , and
their compensation gains at LX segments have some losses
depending on their steering angles. As the power captured by
RX is mostly at directions close to its steering angle forming
the main lobe of its beam, we neglect compensation gains
outside the main lobe by defining the approximation

α�
R;m =

�
αR;m; |γR,S − γR,m| ≤ 2π/NR

0; otherwise.
(42)

By adopting the main-lobe approximation given in
Appendix, we might proceed in solving the beamforming
problem by addressing the following problem

{Ω�, NT,S} = arg max
{Ω′,NT,S}

SL�
m=1

α�
T ;mα�

R;m

s.t. |γT,S | ≤ kqT , |γR,S | ≤ kqR,

NT,S ≤ No, (43)

where Ω� = {γT,S , γR,S} and

α�
T,m = fapprox(γT,s − γT,m; NT,S)/

�
NT,S . (44)

For a given NT,S , steering angles are chosen based on
averaging to minimize the compensation lose, so

γT,S = 	γT ;m
m, (45)

γR,S = 	γR;m
m, (46)

where 	·
m is the averaging operator over the index m. Given
γT,S , NT,S is found based on the derivative of the objective
function of the problem in (43) such that

SL�
m=1

α�
R;m

2
�

NT,S

�
1 − 5N2

T,S − 1
24

(γT,S − γT ;m)2
�

≈ 1
2
�

NT,S

�
C0 − C1

5
N2

T,S

�
= 0. (47)

Therefore, the value of NT,S that satisfies (47) is given as

NT,S =
�

5C0

C1
, (48)

where

C0 =
SL�

m=1

α�
R;m (49)

C1 =
SL�

m=1

α�
R;m (γT,S − γT ;m)2 . (50)

It is important to note that the active segment size depends
on the angular span of LX and beamforming at RX , where
the compensation gain of RX at an LX segment weights its
importance in power reflection. To understand this dependency,
consider the following cases with SL = NL (i.e., each element
at LX is a segment by itself). By ignoring the operating fields,
the first one is for NR → ∞, where its compensation gain will
be maximum at only one LX segment and goes to zero for
others. In this case, we have NT,S → ∞, as suggested by (48).
It means that the active segment at TX should have a large
number of elements so that all power is focused toward that
LX segment with a maximum RX compensation gain. Another
extreme case is for one-element LX , where we note that (48)
always suggests NT,S → ∞ to concentrate all transmitted
power in that element. However, in all cases, we have the upper
bound No so for NT,S > No, we have NT,S = No. For better
performance, the value of No might be recalculated based on
the portion of LX that is selected by RX beamforming only;
however, this is considered for very large LX sizes and close
distances.

The second case is for NR = 1, which is a
worth-investigating practical case. With one antenna element
at RX , its compensation gain is equal at all LX segments and
we have �

NT,S

�
α′

R;m=1
=

�
5SL

C�
1

, (51)

where C�
1 =

�SL

m=1 (γT,S − γT ;m)2. A closer look at (51)
tells that NT,S is inversely proportional to the square root
of the angular span of LX segments. The larger the surface
(or the deviation of its segments from the center if the
coefficient SL is included), the fewer the antenna elements
that should be used. This might be explained by knowing that
activating more elements with the beamforming design in (5)
gets their signals added constructively at a narrower angular
range around the beamforming angle (i.e., smaller beam size).
At other directions, the signals with the same power add
destructively. Therefore, it makes sense to enlarge the beam
size as much as possible so that the signals add constructively
in more directions, and this is what (51) suggests.

As seen in (48), the angular span of IRS determines the
number of elements in the active segment. In this case we
considered ULAs, but for uniform planer arrays (UPAs), the
active segment is two-dimensional. Hence, the extension of
the proposed scheme requires finding the number of elements
in two dimensions by considering the span of IRS over the
azimuth and elevation angles in the angular domain. Also,
the extension to multiple IRSs responsible for first-order
reflections is straightforward as each IRS has its beam at
the transmitter. However, for second-order reflections by two
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IRSs, the number of MPCs in the reflected signal increases
and exceeds the number of phases that can be applied to
them (i.e., the number of design degrees of freedom at the
second beamforming tier). Therefore, focusing might not be
an optimum solution between two IRSs and the two tiers need
to be considered jointly, which is a case that requires further
investigation.

In case of having a non-LoS link between TX and LX ,
searching for the best set of scatterers is first required.
As mentioned earlier, LX segments might experience differ-
ent scatterers with TX , further increasing design complexity.
Furthermore, a non-LoS link between LX and RX requires
an additional search for the best scatterers and increases the
reflection order. In such cases, the minimum reflection order
is two with additional overhead. On the other hand, first-order
reflections are shown in this section to have less overhead and
they have much higher power gain, concluding that LoS links
with IRS are imperative. However, as LX reflections are con-
trolled and optimized, homogeneous higher-order reflections
with no overhead are possible. In this case, the beamforming
problem needs further investigation, as discussed earlier.

C. Numerical Results

As detailed previously, LX was shown to be part of the
channel as a scattering cluster with its own MPC as a specular
component of the received signal by RX . In this section,
the performance of this cluster is investigated by means of
simulations for the proposed beamforming scheme.

Cascaded beamforming was shown to have two cascaded
parts: power collection and reflection. First, power collection
is investigated, where LX acts as a receiver with analog
beamforming and it is desired to deliver it as much power
as possible. Next, power reflection is addressed, where the
achieved throughput by LX specular component is shown
for different scenarios. To focus on the performance of the
controlled scattering cluster, we assume no scatterers in the
environment except the controlled ones. Propagation parame-
ters are aatt = 2 and batt = 2k for LoS links between system
units [30]. The power radiation pattern of LX elements is
given as

Be(θ) = 2(2q + 1) cos2q(θ) (52)

where θ is the element broadside angle and q ≈ 0.285 is
an introduced parameter to ensure power conservation [32].
Distances and sizes are given in terms of the wavelength, but
the operating frequency is 28GHz. The transmitted power is
set to 0dBm, and the noise floor is −90dBm. Antenna element
spacing is selected for all system units to be ι/2. Simulations
are conducted in the 2D space. Unless otherwise specified,
TX has 64 elements and it is laid on the x-axis with its center
at (0, 0). All system units are placed horizontally if orientation
is not mentioned.

For one-element RX , Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show the path gain
between TX and LX for different beamforming schemes under
different LX sizes and positioning. In Fig. 7, LX is located
at (0, 933ι)m, or (0, 10)m at the given operating frequency.
For the plots in Fig. 8, on the other hand, LX is located

Fig. 7. Path gain for different beamforming schemes with LX located
perpendicular to TX at (0, 933λ).

Fig. 8. Path gain for different beamforming schemes with LX located at
(933λ, 933λ).

at (933ι, 933ι)m. Four cases are considered as follows. The
one denoted by “Span-Based” is for the proposed scheme in
the previous section, and “Far-Field-Conv” is given for the
conventional beamforming that assumes far-field operation for
all system units. The “Far-Field-Based” case is shown for a
fixed active segment size depending on the distances with LX

elements regardless of its size. Finally, “Main-Lobe-Based”
is given for the segment size selection that ensures covering
LX only by the main lobe, as long as it does not exceed the
far-field-restricted segment size.

For IRS-size-independent schemes (i.e., far-field-based and
far-field-conv methods), we note that the received signal power
converges to a constant level. As LX becomes larger, it will
capture more power, regardless of how signals are precoded
and combined. This continues until it becomes large enough
to capture all main lobes of the kernels given in (21). For the
main-Lobe-Based case, it is only one beam. The convergence
power level depends on TX and LX angular spans as viewed
by each other and the number of active elements at TX . When
TX has a smaller angular span seen by LX , LX will be
closer to operate in its far field. In the far field, conventional
beamforming at TX is optimum as the obtained power level
is the best that can be captured.

For IRS-size-dependent active segmentation (i.e., span-
based and main-lobe-based methods), we note that the power
level keeps increasing. The reason is that these methods reduce
the number of active elements as LX gets larger, giving a
chance to increase the main lobe size as discussed earlier.
The main-lobe-based method shows how the proposed method
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TABLE I

NUMBERS OF TX ACTIVE ELEMENTS UNDER DIFFERENT BEAMFORMING SCHEMES FOR DIFFERENT LX SIZES (IN ELEMENTS) AND POSITIONS

Fig. 9. Convergence of the proposed beamforming scheme to the conven-
tional far-field scheme with distance.

performs just better than heuristically choosing to cover LX

surface by the main lobe of the active segment. It is only
the case for one-element RX ; otherwise, the main-lobe-based
method fails to account for RX beamforming. Note here that
using fewer elements serves better for large LX sizes. Table I
shows how the number of elements decreases for wider angular
span by LX . For example, based on the proposed method,
9 elements are recommended to deliver more power to an LX

with 512 elements located at (0, 933ι)m, though 43 elements
are possible. Figures 7 and 8 show the difference between
these two schemes, which is significant for larger LX sizes.
For smaller LX spans, the two methods converge to the far-
field-based method. At (933ι, 933ι)m, LX has a smaller
angular span and that explains why more elements are involved
in both span-based and main-lobe-based methods.

The convergence of the proposed beamforming scheme to
the conventional far-field scheme with distance is shown in
Fig. 9. For demonstration purposes, TX has only one element
but RX has 128 elements. The difference in power delivered
by the two schemes decreases as RX moves away from
TX since it becomes one segment and the proposed scheme
decreases to the conventional one. However, for larger θT ,
which is the angular location of RX with respect to the positive
y-axis, the convergence is met faster. The reason is that RX

will have a smaller angular span seen by TX , and as a result,
its far-field boundary distance with TX is smaller.

The number of active elements at TX and LX size were
shown to be inversely proportional in the case of having
one-element RX . However, this is not the case when we
have multiple elements at RX as its beamforming has a
selection effect over LX segments. Figure 10 shows this effect.
Both LX and RX are fixed in location at (467ι, 467ι) and
(467ι, 0), respectively, and LX size is 512ι. As the number
of RX elements increases, its compensation gain at those LX

segments far from its center is low. If the active segment at TX

is generated based on (51) as shown for the “Single-Element”

Fig. 10. Power levels at LX and RX with and without RX beamforming
effect.

Fig. 11. Throughput achieved by the MPC reflected by LX for different
sizes of RX at different locations.

case, the power received by RX will be less compared with
generation based on (48), which is the “General” case. The
reason is that power is spread over the whole LX surface in
the signal-element case, though only a portion of the surface
contributes to power reflection. On the other hand, when
RX beamforming is considered, despite having less power
collected by LX , more power is received at RX . This is not
to be confused with the desire to have the main lobe of the
beam by TX as large as possible.

The throughput achieved by the MPC of LX at RX with dif-
ferent sizes is shown in Fig. 11. LX is located at (933ι, 933ι)
and RX is moving from (280ι, 0) to (2800ι, 0). As might be
expected, when getting closer to LX , the throughput increases.
This is clearly the case for small number of elements at RX ;
however, as their number increases, due to receive beamform-
ing, maximum throughput is achieved at other locations. At a
perpendicular location, LX will have the maximum angular
span at RX , and with more elements at LX or RX , there
are more chances to get some LX segments canceled by RX

beamforming. As RX moves away, however, LX occupies
smaller angular span and more of its segments get accepted
by beamforming at RX .
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Fig. 12. Boundaries of defined regions with different levels of guaranteed
throughputs.

Defined regions might be covered by one or more quasi-LoS
links through IRSs. Figure 12 shows an example of the cov-
erage provided by a single LX within a given region. For this
specific example, LX size is 256ι and it is centered at (0, 0).
TX is located at (−933ι, 933ι). The throughput is calculated
for a four-element RX . A contour line represents the boundary
of a region within which the capacity is guaranteed to be above
its label number. We note that closer to LX , the boundaries are
not circular for the same reason explained earlier. However,
far from LX , this deviation is less, and the boundaries become
more circular. Finally, the capacity drop with distance is not
linear at all angles.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, IRS was investigated as part of the channel.
Similar to any object in the environment, it acts as a scattering
cluster but a controlled one. We have shown the way this
control is possible and the nature of its reflected signal.
By segmentation, each group of IRS elements is indeed a
scatterer in the cluster.

A new model was proposed for the channel as a whole
based on the classification of the MPC paths. By segmentation,
we showed that the beam in the near field is a combination
of kernels. Based on this model, a beamforming scheme was
proposed to add those kernels constructively and maximize the
received power.

The developed beam-space model shows how we really
have a degree of control over the wireless channel, and how
the channel can be converted from a problem to be part of
the design. With its directed MPCs, the controlled cluster
could open the door for new solutions in addressing both
classical and emerging problems for future wireless network
generations.

APPENDIX

MAIN-LOBE APPROXIMATION

Given that ejx =
�∞

s=0(jx)s/s!, we have

f(θ; N) =
�
l∈IN

∞�
s=0

(jθl)s

s!

=
�
l∈IN

∞�
k=0

(jθl)2k

(2k)!
(53)

The second equality says that the imaginary part of the
series cancels out due to the interval IN symmetry around
the zero. The main lobe of f(θ; N) carries most of its power.
For our purpose in solving the beamforming problem, it is
approximated by taking only k ≤ 1 in (53), so we have the
second-order polynomial

fapprox(θ; N) = N − θ2
�
l∈IN

l2

2

= N − N3 − N

24
θ2, (54)

where in the second line we used the equality
�M

s=1

s2 = M(M + 1)(2M + 1)/6.
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